
ABSTRACT

"Why AI Fails: Parallax" is an interactive visual art
installation in the "Why AI Fails" series. This artwork
aims to illustrate the transformation of AI from an
unexplainable "black box" to an explainable "white box"
through a sliding screen. Its purpose is to allow people,
regardless of their level of AI knowledge, to
comprehend the reasons behind AI misclassifications
intuitively. By interacting with the sliding screen, users
can click on misclassified images of their interest and
explore the primary factors that influenced the
classification. They can also compare the differences in
data and models between biased and normal AI
instances. This installation serves as a bridge to
overcome the technological gap. Integrating with
various AI models, it assists artists and designers in
gaining a deeper understanding of how AI makes
decisions related to artistic design styles, features,
imagery, materials, music rhythm, melody, and chords.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Artwork
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Fig. 2. Interactive Process of Sliding Screen

(A) and (B) show the Exploration Page, where users can

interactively investigate why AI sometimes makes

mistakes in categorizing images.

(C) and (D) display the Data Pages, which provide users

with more information about the anomalies in AI data that

can lead to misclassifications.

(E) The Model Page explains how AI can sometimes take

shortcuts in learning that result in misclassifications.
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Fig. 3&4 Left. Comparison of Biased
AI and Normal AI at Model Level

In these two visualizations, we combed
the complex network model of artificial
intelligence and clustered the neurons to
obtain the most intuitive difference
between biased and normal artificial
intelligence.

We represented each class of features
with a bubble and mapped the bubble
size to indicate how vital the features
are to AI. Biased and shortcut-learned
artificial intelligence uses black and
white colors as the primary basis for
classifying cats and dogs, establishing a
spurious relationship between input data
and output results. In contrast, normal
artificial intelligence ultimately learns
all features.

Fig. 5 Bottom Right. An Application

Scenario in Science Museums

Science museums and educational
exhibition venues are prime locations
for the compelling application of this
installation.

At Tsinghua University Art Museum,
we have carefully designed a structure
combining a large 60-inch interactive
display with an accompanying 28-inch
interactive sliding screen. The 60-inch
screen presents the mysterious AI black
boxes, in front of which the 28-inch
sliding screen provides an immersive
experience showcasing the remarkable
visual journey of artificial intelligence,
capturing its transformation from black
boxes to elucidating white boxes.



CONCLUSION

This pictorial illustrates how the "Why AI Fails:
Parallax" installation enhances the public's
understanding of AI model operations. It accomplishes
this by highlighting two key aspects. Firstly, the
installation provides a glimpse into the internal
workings of AI models and clarifies the specific features
utilized for classification, utilizing a cat-dog
misclassification case [1] as a prominent example.
Visualizations like exploded diagrams and bubble charts
effectively represent the complex, high-dimensional
data [2] that underlies AI models, revealing the
mechanisms of AI's shortcut learning [3]. Secondly, the
installation offers an immersive and captivating
interactive experience through its sliding screen,
engaging viewers and enabling them to explore AI's
mechanisms firsthand.

The installation can further integrate with different AI
models, fostering exploration and innovation in artistic
practice and opening up new possibilities for artists and
creators.

In art and design, AI systems face misclassification
issues in various artistic forms, including misjudgment
of style, features, imagery, and materials. These
problems may stem from insufficient training data,
algorithmic limitations, and shortcut learning. It can
help artists and designers delve deeper into studying and
provide insights and recommendations for improving AI
art recognition.

This installation can also be used in music composition
to explore misclassification issues of AI systems with
audio data. For instance, musicians can input their
musical compositions into the AI system and analyze the
AI system's decision-making based on rhythm, melody,
chords, and other elements. It aids in understanding the
AI system's perception and expression of musical
elements, providing new inspiration and possibilities for
music composition.
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